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The best leaning way for the sake of better comprehension of
Toshiyuki Namai’s English spoken rationally in the lessons
For the students who seriously aim at learning and mastering
elegant and cultured English

Toshiyuki Namai

The following is the best way to remarkably improve the quality of comprehension as to
Toshiyuki Namai’s English rationally spoken in the lessons.
This time, I shall guide you the best way, “how to review the lesson” after taking it face
to face. You have the totally different quality and result of the study with or without
experiencing the following learning way.
To begin with, I really need to tell you that you always need to consult a dictionary,
when you have a word which you cannot recognize or understand in the process to take
dictation to review the lesson.
If you unfortunately cannot find the word which you want to know in your dictionary,
“you are meaningfully guided to leave it” as a blank in the sentences written in your
notebook.

Fundamentally, this blank performs reasonably as a very important role in order to
build the infancy of your English culture genuinely. In other words, this blank
reasonably changes your future English more than you imagine.
As you are doing already, you need to think and rethink “what word it is” regarding the
word which you don’t know or recognize in the process to take dictation.
Later on, when you listen to the “same unknown word” again in your listening activity,
I’d like you to think and rethink “what word it is.” How you enthusiastically and
intellectually have such experience improves your English ability greatly through
having this learning process which is really painful. You need such painful experience in
the learning process to build your genuine English culture in future.
Analytically and of course scientifically, you are fundamentally required to have such
experience to gradually improve your substantial English ability. Such substantial
experience is crucial for the students all.
As a matter of fact, some students feel it is an uneasy experience for them. Yes, it is true
that “it is uneasy.” However, such uneasy experience is absolutely necessary for you all.
Because it gives you an “unforgettable impression” toward the same unknown word. If
you know the answer easily on the spot, it doesn’t make sense at all. You will forget the
word you easily got later (you must have such experience in your previous learning
experience before starting attending my lessons at English Hills, Ginza).
As a matter of necessity, “you are required to ‘think’ and ‘rethink’” of those words you
don’t know or recognize in the process to take dictation for your careful review of the
lesson.
You need to continue using a dictionary in order to find the same unknown word over
and over again. This shall perform nicely as your genuine study to really go forth. Such
time-consuming process to consult a dictionary is “decisively important” for the sake of
cultivating your English.
After spending a long time, you eventually find the same unknown word in your
dictionary or in the sentences written by me on the pages of the web site, English Hills,

Ginza. When you have “the day” to find the word at long last, you never forget the word
for the rest of your life. Because you have “such strong impression” which is absolutely
unforgettable in the process of learning.
This is the best way to be strongly impressed about the unknown word. There is no
other surefire way in the learning. You need such rigid leaning experience little by little.
Then, you can gradually go forth in the learning for the sake of your genuine cultivation
you wish to have in future.
It goes without saying that “sweat” (difficult experience) is necessary for the sake of
building genuine cultivation in future. You cannot cultivate yourself “without even
breaking a sweat at all.”
“No gains without pains.” This is the very truth in any matters related to action taken
by human beings.
Who changes your English in future? No one changes your English. You are a person
who has now such great opportunity to dramatically change it by yourself under the
essential instruction I solemnly carry out for your future sake.
I’d like you to follow me. You are genealogically guided to develop your culture
internationally by my instruction.

